Oh Bubbles
Drink Maker Black
The 'Carbonate ANY Drink' Appliance you can go way
beyond sparkling water with OH Bubbles. Looking to cut
down on sugary sodas? Or searching for the perfect
new drink? Then it’s time to get fizzy with OH Bubbles.
This is the best 'soda maker' that can directly carbonate
any cold drink. Juices, iced tea or coffee, lemonade,
energy drinks, wine, pre-mixed craft cocktails, and even
flat soda or beer. OH Bubbles sparkles them all! Our
proprietary Fizz Infuser technology is what makes this
possible through controlled pressure release. Available
in 5 colours to match your kitchen decor. OH Bubbles
appliances are powered by standard 60L CO2
carbonator cylinders. Re-Carbonate any Drink.
Compatible with 60L C02 Cylinders. Small Foot Print.
Carbonate any Drink, Not JUST Water Enjoy the
sensation of sparkling water, juices, wine, cocktails, and
even flat soda or beer. You’re in control with the push of
a button. Safe, Quick and Easy to Operate Oh Bubbles
patented Fizz Infuser technology makes it safe even for
kids to use. No electricity or batteries required. Clean
parts by hand washing only. Be Creative, Drink
Healthier OH Bubbles opens up a new world of
possibilities to make sparkling drinks that weren’t even
possible to make before. You’ll make new memories
with family and friends. Elegantly Styled OH Bubbles is
smartly designed and comes in five designer finishes to
match any décor. Plus its small footprint saves counter
space. Fizzer Bottles The Oh Bubbles bottles are made
of BPA free food grade bottle material. 1L in size with
800ml usable capacity if fizzing. If you won’t be using
this to fizz then the full 1L capacity can be utilized.
What's in the Box? 1x Oh Bubbles Drink Maker
Machine. 1x 1L Slim Line Bottle. 1x Standard Lid. 1x
Fizzer Tube Lid. 1x User Guide. 1x 60L Spare Gas

Bottle. Due to freight restrictions we cannot currently
offer delivery on any products containing gas cylinders.
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